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Abstract- Many edge bundling techniques (i.e., data simplification as a support for data visualization and decision making) exist but 
they are not directly applicable to any kind of dataset and their parameters are often too abstract and difficult to set up. As a result, this 
hinders the user ability to create efficient aggregated visualizations. To address these issues, we investigated a novel way of handling 
visual aggregation with a task-driven and user-centered approach. Given a graph, our approach produces a decluttered view as follows: 
first, the user investigates different edge bundling results and specifies areas, where certain edge bundling techniques would provide 
user-desired results. Second, our system then computes a smooth and structural preserving transition between these specified areas. 
Lastly, the user can further fine-tune the global visualization with a direct manipulation technique to remove the local ambiguity and to 
apply different visual deformations. In this paper, we provide details for our design rationale and implementation. Also, we show how 
our algorithm gives more suitable results compared to current edge bundling techniques, and in the end, we provide concrete instances 
of usages, where the algorithm combines various edge bundling results to support diverse data exploration and visualizations. 

Index Terms-path visualization, trajectory visualization, edge bundles 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Edge bundling techniques have received great interest as a data simplifi
cation tool for supporting decision making and data representation [29]. 
Such techniques help avoid clutter in dense trail-sets and graphs to 
enhance the visual understanding and exploration. 

While many edge bundling techniques exist, it is often challenging 
for users to produce desirable aggregation results. Some algorithm
s are too specific to a certain kind of data like small graphs [14] or 
large datasets [11, 28]. Large graph aggregation methods try to extract 
hidden global structures, whereas small dataset aggregation methods 
address readability issues. Other algorithms provide good results with 
hierarchical data [13], while some are more generally applicable [17]. 
Besides dealing with this plethora of algorithms, users often struggle to 
find suitable algorithm parameters to produce effective visual simplifi
cations. Parameter modification often has unpredictable impact on the 
final edge bundling results and each algorithm produces different visual 
results with different aggregation parameters. It remains extremely 
hard to find global parameters that best fit user needs for diverse visual
izations. For instance, dense areas require stronger aggregation, while 
sparse ones need less visual simplification to ensure their readability. 
Overall, existing techniques are numerous but difficult to understand 
with complex parameter settings. This hinders the user ability to create 
desired aggregation results that fulfill the user requirements. 

To address these issues, we investigated a novel way to handle visual 
aggregations with a task-driven [27] and user-centered approach. We 
do not consider our approach as a new edge bundling technique, but 
rather as an effective means to take advantage of the existing ones. 
Since some edge bundling techniques with their associated parameters 
can produce suitable local visual results, we explored how to combine 
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these local (good) results together into a single visualization. There
fore, we developed an algorithm to produce a coherent (preserving the 
dataset visual structure), smooth (avoiding significant distortion), and 
unambiguous (easing readability) transition between these local visual 
aggregations. Based on these requirements, we summarize our design 
rationale for our blending algorithm as follows: 

• DRl: preservation of the inherent visual data structure,

• DR2: smooth transition between different aggregated areas to
avoid large distortion,

• DR3: ensure readability of the graph structures, especially for
the regions of interest, and

• DR4: flexible fine-tuning of the end result.

Our approach aims to produce decluttered view for graph analysis. 
It works as follows: the user first explores different edge bundling tech
niques to generate aggregation results for a given graph, and specifies 
areas, where specific edge bundling techniques provide good results. 
Second, our system then computes a smooth, structural preserving, and 
ambiguity-free transition between these specified areas. Lastly, the user 
can further apply local edge deformation to fine-tune the end result. 

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows. 

• We present the first technique to combine edge bundling results
for efficient and coherent data exploration and visualizations. The
key contribution is a novel blending method formulated based on 
a global optimization to combine multiple edge bundling results
in a smooth, coherent and ambiguity-free fashion.

• We present three extensions to enable users to further explore
the blended edge bundling visualizations: (i) edge vector inter
polation to adjust the bundling degree in different regions; (ii)
customized aggregation to smoothly combine the bundling of lo
cal regions or the links between the source and destination nodes
with the global structure; and (iii) directly fine-tuning the blended
results by interactively manipulating the edges of interest.

• Lastly, we demonstrate the usefulness of our techniques through
three use cases, and develop an efficient GPU-based implementa
tion, where users can interactively blend and edit graphs as large
as SOK control points in one second.

2 RELATED WORK 

In this section, we first review previous work on edge bundling tech
niques and discuss existing advanced graph visualization techniques. 




















